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Learning Targets

• Understand two types of Mindsets
• Understand factors influencing Mindsets
• Review how learning impacts brain growth

• Learn strategies to support Growth Mindset 
everyday



What is your background knowledge of 
Growth Mindset vs. Fixed Mindset?











You Can Learn Anything

http://youtube.com/v/JC82Il2cjqA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JC82Il2cjqA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JC82Il2cjqA


Mindset – Fixed and Growth is on a 
continuum

•Mindset is a belief about ability

•Carol Dweck states 40% of population has a fixed 
mindset and 40% has a growth mindset.

•Most adults tend to live in Growth Mindset worlds as 
they can pick and choose what they are interested in 
and confident in

•Kids do not have that option and some spend most 
of their day doing activities they don’t believe they 
can be successful at.



Using a Common Language can promote 
Growth Mindset all day - every day.

Teach your children about

○ The brain and learning

○ Goal Setting

○ Effort

○ Mistakes as Part of Learning

Remember to Always use 
Growth Mindset Praise



How do We Promote a Growth Mindset?

Carol Dweck recommends that we need to teach 
about the brain and how the brain learns. (ALL AGES)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ELpfYCZa87g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ELpfYCZa87g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ELpfYCZa87g






How do We Promote a Growth Mindset? 
Teach Goal Setting



Goals Measure Learning

• Those with a growth mindset tend to create 
LEARNING goals.

• The goal is MASTERY and 
IMPROVEMENT.

•  How should WE (parents and teachers) view 
scores/grades?



From a Middle School English Student Reflecting on an article about “Grit”

That is how I used to feel about writing.  In my mind I 
couldn’t see the shoreline when it came to writing; the 
objective was blocked by the fog, and it was impossible for 
me to see where I was going.  The hardest part for me was 
thinking about what to write; there always seemed to be 
nothing to write about.  But late last year and around the 
middle of this year, the fog began to clear and I could see 
the shore.  One of the ways I accomplished this is by 
having a growth mindset.  Late last year I began to think in 
a way that never really limited me to be stuck and unable 
to grow.  Through me having a growth mindset, I could see 
through the fog so I was able to see and accomplish my 
goal.  For me the biggest factor of grit is having a growth 
mindset.  Like the author said, “With a growth mindset, 
anything is achievable.”



How do We Promote a Growth Mindset?

People were asked about intelligence and how 
much they thought it was due to effort and how 

much they thought it was about ability

Intelligence=______% effort _______% ability

Fixed = 35% effort vs. 65% ability
Growth = 65% effort vs. 35% ability



 Effort is required for success

■ Those with a fixed mindset 
view effort as a reflection of 
low intelligence.

■ Hard work means “I don’t get 
it”, “I’m unintelligent”

■ Effort = lack of ability

■ Those with a growth 
mindset see effort as a 
necessary part of success.

■ They try harder when faced 
with a setback.

■ Effort = success.

■ They use effort to 
overcome difficulty.



Working toward Mastery 

■ Focus on what they are learning.

■ Try out new ways of doing things.

■Use self-motivating statements such as “The harder it 
gets the harder I try” or “I’ve done X and can learn to 
do Y”.

■When faced with a task they are not yet ready for, 
they recognize this and are eager to take on the 
challenge of a new learning opportunity.  



Mistakes are part of Learning



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TNXr5Alytg4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TNXr5Alytg4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TNXr5Alytg4








How do We Promote a Growth Mindset?

The Language of Praise

■ Descriptive vs. Evaluative Praise

■ Judgements about permanent traits vs. messages 
about improvements and the ability to grow and 
change.

■ Praise for effort, strategies, learning, 
improving, choosing difficult tasks, struggle, 
persistence.

■ 85% of parents thought that praising ability was a 
good thing to do



Praise: Ability



Praise: Effort



Set of 6 studies of children

one individual40%Lied about 
scores

improveddeclinedPerformance

continueddecreasedPersistence

continueddecreasedEnjoyment

90% of the group 
created learning 
goals

66% of the group 
created
performance goals

Goals

Praised for 
Effort

Praised for 
Ability/Intelligence



Praise and Feedback 
What should we praise?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•



Examples of Praise Language

• I can see that you really understand how to do 
___________

• That homework was long and involved.  I admire the way 
you concentrated and finished it.

• How did you figure that out?
• You have really been putting in a lot of practice and your 

improvement shows it.
• How many ways did you try it before it turned out the way 

you wanted?
• That looks like it took a lot of work.
• What did you learn from this assignment?
• What did you learn that surprised you?



Shifting Feedback: The Power of YET

• …

• …

• …

•
…





Never Say Can’t - Jennifer Bricker 

http://youtube.com/v/ES5_B-1Golw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ffQGME3MlYc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ffQGME3MlYc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ffQGME3MlYc


You can teach and promote Growth 
Mindset all day - everyday

■ A growth mindset…
■ helps students/children to be motivated to learn.
■ creates confident students/children willing to take on 
challenges.

■ can be learned at anytime.

■ Can be fostered by…
■ the type of praise/feedback we give 
■ teaching kids about the brain’s huge potential.
■ sharing examples of role models gives evidence of the 
growth mindset in action.




